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1: What's Bugging Bubbles? by Tracey West
When Bubbles saves a slug and feeds it "special growth juice" to keep it strong, it grows bigger than the tallest building
in Townsville. Can the Powerpuff Girls save the town and be kind to the slug?

Members Official Members Blossom: The commander and the leader. She is the most smart and intelligent
one of the group. The joy and the laughter. She is the most caring and joyful one out of the group. She is the
toughest and fastest out of the group. Honorary Members Princess Morebucks: Wanted to become an official
Powerpuff Girl. The PPGs gave her a chance to be on the team but since she has no superpowers and no
experience with fighting crime, the PPGs decided to kick Princess off the team. Made by the PPGs in order to
ease the burden of saving the town by themselves, but unfortunately passed away due to being unstable as she
was made with artificial ingredients. Squirrel who was rescued and given Chemical X. Helped the PPGs save
Townsville until after awhile it decided to go protect the forest instead. The The very first Powerpuff Girls
drawing following year he included them as the main characters of his short film Whoopass Stew! The
Whoopass Girls in: Announcer Ernie Anderson, the narrator of the pilot episodes, died of cancer in before the
show premiered, and he was Powerpuff girls movie replaced by Tom Kenny for the remainder of the series.
The series consistently scored the highest rating each week for the network across a wide range of
demographicsâ€”from young children to adults. In October , Cartoon Network credited the Powerpuff Girls
for its Friday night prime time ratings win among cable networks. By the end of , merchandising based on The
Powerpuff Girls encompassed a whole variety of products, including T-shirts, toys, video games, lunchboxes,
and dishware. Concerning the Powerpuff Girls success, Craig McCracken has stated, "I thought it would get
on Cartoon Network and college kids would watch it and there would be a few random T-shirts out there in
the rave scene or in record shops. But I had no idea that it would take off to this extent. The special, titled "
The Powerpuff Girls Rule! Unlike previous episodes in the series, the anniversary special was animated using
Adobe Flash at Cartoon Network Studios. Trivia Blossom, Bubbles and Buttercup were named by the
Professor, and each name is supposed to give an idea of their personalities. Their names in French all have
double "L" in it, Belle "beauty" , Bulle "bubble" and Rebelle "rebel". In China, their Chinese names are two
same Chinese words, not actually translated by original English names. They also develop crushes on their
teenage male counterparts The Rowdyruff Boys who also have abandoned their purpose in life which is
destroying the girls. They then organize dates with their counterparts. However, the girls were really ditzy,
succeeding in only confusing the boys in the flashback and when it was over, Buttercup said, "Boy were we
dumb. According to " Silent Treatment ", the girls love movies in a really cool theater with color and sound,
car crashes and explosions. They absolutely dislike silent movies. In some episodes, Bubbles and Buttercup
have slept on the wrong sides of the bed and failed to realize it.
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November 28, 91B Bad Bubbles! Unfortunately, their new home blows up too, and they are forced to stay
with the Girls. Can the girls cope with housing this insane family, saving the day from the regular villains, and
dealing with the chaos the Griffins bring, too? Bubbles, blossom and buttercup went with Professor and met a
new Powerpuff Girl: Mojo jojo and Fuzzy Lumpkins are ruined it! Then Bubbles was crying for loss her
powers. Bubbles gets angry from monster and hits him on the face, then Blossom and Buttercup are free. And
Bubbles Saves the day! Can Rowdyruff Boys Save the day? Upon smashed him by accidentally, Then Made
Thomas happy and Later He turns into a monster! December 19, 95 A Sticky Problem! Later when Amoeba
Boys Has sticky ran out for 5 minutes. Mojo Jojo to use some new powers and Girls tried to stop them. Later
Buttercup Tells Professor for tennis to play with rackets. Then Professor gone to jail Because buying some
"Tennis Rackets! Buttercup gone to jail to do hours for punishment. January 9, 97B Decay Accidently
Buttercup hits on Bubbles teeth by accidently, Buttercup felt sorry for Bubbles, By the way Blossom was
angry on Buttercup because blossom does not speak. In School Buttercup Hits bubbles head, then buttercup
said: Later They went to the waiting room to make Buttercup hurt on the townsvile. Later Blossom said
something funny. Then At the end Bubbles sticking her tounge out and blossom grining her teeth then
buttercup felt sad and drilling Buttercup teeth Moral Decay. January 9, 98 Becareful Bullet! Bullet got hurt by
the rock.
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Both laugh; he walks o. Ima laughs softly and leans down to them. Her next words are delivered in a harsh,
angry tone - nothing like what we have heard from her so far. The girls react in shock. Cut to the exterior of
the house in the morning. Inside, the girls are set for action. She is now dressed casually but smartly, and
addresses them in the same harsh tone that surprised them so much the night before. Her mouth does not move
on this line. You three left the living room a complete mess last night. The girls dash away. The living room is
indeed in disarray, but they put it shipshape in an instant. Cut to her, next to a potted plant. She pushes the
plant to the floor. Now she approaches a picture on the wall. Close-up of a vase as it is smashed; she continues
o. Back to her, wrecking a board game. From now on you are forbidden to use your superpowers! Cut to the
girls, cleaning implements in hand and dissatisfied looks on their faces. You will do things like normal little
girls! Cut to them, tidying up the living room and really not enjoying it a bit. Dissolve to them lying in a
sparkling room. They are wiped out. The Professor steps into view. They perk up and zip into place on the
couch, ready to watch their favorite show. This catches them off guard; cut to the two adults. Ima is now
wearing a magenta dress. Ima throws a smirk at them, and they float slowly up the stairs, their heads down.
Dissolve to a pan across the bed; they are under the covers and thoroughly unhappy. Bubbles has her octopus
doll, but Ima snatches it away and leans down to her. Ima is now at the door. She kills the lights and slams the
door, blacking out the screen - no hallway light for Bubbles. She is cut off by a buzzing noise and flashes of
red light that illuminate the entire room. The source of both is a hotline just like the one at Pokey Oaks
Kindergarten. Never mind that for now. The city needs us! The girls take off. Cut to the exterior of the house
at night. And so after a tiring evening of crime-fighting, the girls quietly return home. On the end of this line,
they fly to the front door. Cut to just inside, the lights out, as they ease it open and tiptoe in, hoping to make it
back into bed without being caught by the Professor or Ima. They are stopped by an all-too-familiar voice.
Across the room, her eyes glint in what little light there is, and she switches on a nearby lamp to show herself.
She is quite put out at their late-night activities and having been out past the curfew she put down earlier. We
were out fighting crime! Those are not the words that Ima wanted to hear. The girls have intentionally
disobeyed her orders. Ima grinds her teeth and holds back a roar of fury, the camera zooming in slowly on her.
Finally, she blows her top. Close-up of her hand; she continues o. Her perspective of the girls, zooming in.
The Professor is at the foot of the stairs, yawning in his pajamas - the yelling has woken him up. I was so
worried. So I waited and waited They purposely disrespected me and left to fight crime! Cut to the girls. Back
to her and the Professor. I just - I just - She faints in his arms. They float sadly out of the room as he looks
down at her unconscious form in his arms with deep concern. The Powerpuff Girls grounded?! Pull back from
the house; it is still night. How can this be?! What kind of crimes will go unpunished?! Zoom in on the front
door. What evil will befall Townsville?! In the bedroom, the hotline goes off again. Blossom floats to it and
picks up the call.
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The Whoopass Girls in: However, the name Whoopass had to be dropped for the channel to include it as part
of its new What a Cartoon! Announcer Ernie Anderson , the narrator of the pilot episodes, died of cancer in ,
and he was replaced by Tom Kenny for the remainder of the series. During its run, the series consistently
scored the highest rating for an original series each week for the network across a wide range of
demographicsâ€”from young children to adults. But I had no idea that it would take off to this extent. The
opening theme uses a sped-up drum break sample of " Funky Drummer " performed by Clyde Stubblefield.
Unlike previous episodes in the series, the anniversary special was animated using Adobe Flash at Cartoon
Network Studios. Dance Pantsed was announced to premiere that year, though it was later delayed to January
20, Ringo also voiced a new character named Fibonacci Sequins in the episode. The girls rescue all of them,
and the Powerpuff Girls defeat Mojo yet again with his kidnapping plan. But I want better. Powerpuff Girls Z,
were announced. The series deviated from its American predecessor in terms of style, storyline, and
characterization, but only minimally retained the essential themes that made the original a success. Jackson
became a supervillain. After Blossom, Bubbles and Buttercup were created by Professor Utonium to help the
city against crime, they end up only causing chaos in Townsville. Down about how everyone refers to them as
freaks, they turn to Mojo Jojo, a monkey who says he is there to help make people like them again. Mojo Jojo
ends up tricking the girls into helping him make a machine to mutate other chimps. This third and final album
was considered a "big disappointment" and not received as well. The song received generally positive reviews
from critics, and peaked at number seven on the UK Singles Chart. The parody which aired on January 30, , is
of Bubbles and Buttercup, who are broke and work for "Him" in a diner after the show got placed on
permanent hiatus. The girls are shown to be a bit older, but with the same personalities as, their T. The story
has the kids now going to school in a neighboring city of Townsville known as Megaville. The comic, which
shows the Powerpuff Girls with breasts and dressed in latex , was designed by an artist who works for Cartoon
Network. Cartoon Network said in a statement: List of The Powerpuff Girls video games Several video games
were made for this show all being action in genre. Paint the Townsville Green, another game released in
November , follows Buttercup as she fights crime. Chemical X-traction was released in October , where the
girls battle enemies in a variety of settings in order to reclaim Chemical X and track down Mojo Jojo, who fed
the material to all the villains in Townsville. IGN gave the game a positive review while giving the PSone
version a 2. Relish Rampage was released in November All three girls are playable in a 3D world, and the
game received mixed reviews. The game received mixed reviews. HIM and Seek was released in where the
girls battle their variety of enemies through Townsville while on a scavenger hunt. The game received mostly
positive reviews. Princess Snorebucks, The Powerpuff Girls: She goes on to say, however, that the show does
go from innocent to violent in no time and that there is not much protecting young viewers against the violent
undertones. Awards and nominations[ edit ].
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She is current has a crush on Dexter. She and Mandy are considered as the two main characters from
Bleedman. She originates from the Cartoon Network series: While she was there she met a boy named Dexter
and started a relationship with him. She followed Dexter to his lab where she discovered the android of Dee
Dee , but got kicked out by Dexter from his lab. Blossom seeked more information by Otto , he traveled back
in time with her and showed the past of Dexter. Eventually Mandark appeared along with some Clusters that
attacked Blossom and kidnapped her. She was put by Mandark in a seal that filled itself with water so she
would drown. Dexter eventually came to save her. After Dexter beated Mandark, he freed Blossom but he was
too late since Blossom already died. When she was dead she was encountered by Grim who was ready to take
her with him. But the spirit of Dee Dee came and asked Grim to let her stay alive and so he did. Dee Dee
asked Blossom to take care of Dexter until she was back. Blossom was alive again and Mandark told Dexter
that he also had a sister, and during his explaination he became mad and thought Dexter wanted to kill his
sister. Mandark summoned a giant Cluster that attacked Dexter who became unconsious. Buttercup came to
save him and defeated the Cluster, Mandark then activated many bombs to kill them and himself. The Megas
came in the building to save the girls and Dexter and so they escaped while leaving Mandark behind. When
she was at home she explained to Dexter that she once also had a sister but since she was unstable she died. A
few days later Dexter was in a battle with a globmonster , but was saved by the girls. At school Blossom
attended dance lessons and Dexter came too. Olga asked if there was a genius who could fix the light and
Dexter replied he could do that. Dexter was shocked because he found out that Olga was the younger sister of
Mandark. After that he started to acting weird towards Blossom. At the science fair the clusters interupted the
dance preformance and attacked everyone. Blossom evectuated some people. Shortly she encountered Bell
again and went into a fight with her. Eventually Bell grabbed a weird machine and went into the hole in the
middle of the podium and Blossom followed her. When she arrived at the bottom Bell was gone but one of the
security guards gave her some glasses and allowed her to follow Bell and fight her. While chasing Bell,
Blossom was caught up by Samantha who intended to stop her, but got stopped herself by Buttercup.
Buttercup told Blossom to go further to stop Bell. Blossom caught up with Bell in the place where the bomb
had to be activated. Blossom told Bell that she might not be stronger than Bell, but was smarter than her. She
charged up her laser supposedly aiming for GIR. She hit the communication cable, which shut down the
power and made it impossible for the bomb to be activated without a connection between the broken part. Bell
recovered and headed to GIR to give him her hairband, so that he was a fighting robot. Bell fired a giant laser
beam which hit the disco ball that GIR summoned from his head, which seperated the beam into balls of
energy heading towards Blossom. She repelled all the attacks with the downside of getting her hands burned.
She almost got kicked by Bell, but the kick was blocked by Buttercup, who received all the damage on the left
side of her head. As Bell charged up for a powerful slash, Buttercup quickly send her flying with a punch.
Buttercup helped Blossom get up and reattach her bow on her head, although not as she always wears it.
Buttercup proceeds by ripping off a part of her shorts to conceal the burn wounds of her sister, while they talk
about each others wounds. Samantha then also joins in again, so Blossom and Buttercup decide to take a
different approach. While Buttercup fights Bell, Blossom heads for Samantha. However GIR fires smoke
bombs, disabling Buttercup from doing anything. Samantha sees the oppertunity and wants to attack
Buttercup, but Blossom quickly follows her into the smoke cloud. It ends up with Samantha grabbing Blossom
with her mechanical tentacles, and holding the katana against her throat. She mocks Buttercup by saying that
she is going to kill Blossom. She then slits the throat of Blossom but nothing happened because the katana
only can hurt evil. As Samantha is surprised Buttercup bashes into her to free Blossom, and rapidly beats her.
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She has to make a decision whether to keep hugging Buttercup or to push her away to let the katana go
between them. She chooses the latter which results in the katana piercing through Samantha. This causes her
to step back, and fall in the electricity and makes completes the connection of the machine again and triggers
the bomb. Blossom realized she had made the wrong choice and realized she killed Samantha and activated
the bomb. She fall on her knees in despair, while Bell and GIR escape, though Buttercup wants to go after
them. As Blossom and Buttercup are leaving, they are stopped by Dee Dee, holding the katana, who asks them
to follow her. While Dee Dee flying them into the stage. Blossom ask her many question but Dee Dee state
that she suppose not to talk about it. And Dee Dee said that she and Dexter hand out a lot that make them more
smart, she just wanted to Blossom to tell to Dexter to say, Hi. And finally they reach in the stage where Dee
Dee need to go. Blossom saw the Rowdyruff Boys in front of them. Surprised by the fact the boys have
returned, Blossom decided to win some time. As Brick accused them of murdering them, Blossom refuted this
suggestion by stating that they were destroyed due to the fact that Mojo Jojo had used impure chemical X,
which let to the creation of strong yet unstable transhumans. It was this instablility that destroyed them. Not
satisfied with this answer, Brick proclaimed they still had a score to settle. As Blossom had expected, Brick
started to monologue but before the brothers could do any damage, they were stopped by I. As the professor
had come along with Weasel, he quickly hugged Blossom and Buttercup. After he released her, she hugged
Dexter, much to the displeasure of Olga. Meanwhile, Boomer got the crazy idea to kiss Bubbles, to see if she
would explode, much to surprise of anyone. He started kissing the other women in the room, much to the
embarrasment of his "victims". Personality Blossom is "the smart one" and self-proclaimed leader of the
Powerpuff Girls. Her ingredient was "everything nice," and her signature color is pink. She was named for
having spoken freely and honestly to the Professor shortly after her creation [1]. Blossom is often seen as the
most mature, level-headed and composed member of the group [2] , though she can be fussy, forgetful,
overbearing, vain and overly analytical at times. She tends to "mother" Bubbles and Buttercup [3] , and often
tries to play peacemaker between the two if they fight but ironically she is quick to argue with Buttercup who
acts on impulse as opposed to her analytical nature [4] [5]. She is naturally caring to mainly her sisters [6] ,
but also the Professor as well. She is very worried about the opinion of her Professor [2] [8]. She has great
interest in science [9] and do enjoy comic books [10]. The fact that she died once and even met the Grim
Reaper, was also very traumatising [14]. She is also very self-conscious, worrying about how people perceive
her [16]. Sexuality Blossom is heterosexual and currently has a relationship with Dexter, after he saved her life
[15]. Appearance In the show Powerpuff Girls , Blossom has pink eyes with long straight ginger hair and
bangs. She wears a pink dress with a black belt, long white socks and Mary Jane shoes. The signature part of
her outfit is a big red bow and heart shape hair-clip. In the Bleedman comics, she wears a pink Megaville
uniform that involves a pink skirt with white panties underneath and top with red bow attached, which makes
up her school uniform. Her regular outfit is the same as her cartoon counterpart, albeit drawn with more detail
and accuracy because of her now completely human-like physiology. Powers and Abilities Blossom, being of
Powerpuff Girl, can use many different powers and abilities. This includes, but not limited to: Blossom is
easily the smartest of the trio, known to be very tactical in combat and excelling in courses like math, science
and language. Blossom is able to freeze people, objects and surroundings by using her breath. She is the only
member of the Powerpuff Girls who has this ability [17]. Blossom has an incredible intuition when it comes to
sensing danger. Blossom and her sisters are able to shift their density, taking the form of a puddle of water
[18]. Blossom and her sisters are able to create electricity, in their signature colors [18]. Blossom and her
sisters are able to create powerful energy blasts from their hand [19]. Blossom fires energy blasts in a powerful
ray, fired from both hands [20] [21]. Blossom and her sisters can roar like a bear, mimicing the beast perfectly
[18]. Blossom and her sisters is able to hear things from vast distances away. Blossom and her sisters can see
things that are faraway from her, much further than any regular human could and is able to see things on a
microscopic scale. Blossom and her sisters are able to see in darkness.
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"The Powerpuff Girls are gardening with Professor Utonium. Then Bubbles turns a tiny slug into a giant monster? Now
the Girls must shrink that super slug or they will get slimed!"--Cover.

7: List of The Powerpuff Girls episodes - Wikipedia
The Powerpuff Girls are enjoying a beautiful spring day in the garden. But Bubbles accidentally spills some growth
formula on a slimy garden slug.

8: Powerpuff Girls Readers Series by Tracey West
Created by Professor Utonium when he mixed Chemical X with some sugar and spice, the Powerpuff Girls protect the
city of Townsville from bad guys and villains like Mojo Jojo, Fuzzy Lumpkins, Him.

9: Mommy Fearest/Transcript | Powerpuff Girls Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
(to the girls) You see, it's quite simple, girls. With the Professor being as busy as he is, it'll be good to have a female
touch helping out around here. With the Professor being as busy as he is, it'll be good to have a female touch helping
out around here.
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